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 PRECIZO has been operating as a metal machining company since 1989. For over 30 years our 

company has been developing and investing in high tech CNC machining technology in order to stay 

competitive in the market.

 We manufacture single parts as well as complex assemblies which are delivered to the following OEM 

industries:

    agriculture & off-road machinery,

    electric motors,

    pump & compressor. 

PRECIZO supplies over 3 000 different items which are produced in 27 000m2 production area under roof.

Warehouse area under roof covers over 8 000m2.

 Being a Tier-1 supplier to different OEM markets, PRECIZO is well aware of all quality requirements which 

need to be followed in order to develop business and enlarge market share.

 PRECIZO focuses on efficiency -> each year our turnover increases while the number of employees stays at 

the same level.

We are pleased to receive your RFQs. 



Turnover  €36,6 mln 

Employment  318  

Production area under roof  27.000m2  

Warehouse area under roof  8.000m2 

Raw forging 

purchase value  €1.33mln 

Volume  1673 tons

2020 /2021
MAIN COMPANY FACTS

Round & hex bar                     

purchase value   €5.79mln

Volume  5.550 tons  

2020/2021
STEEL BAR PURCHASE VOLUME 

2020/2021
FORGING PURCHASE VOLUME 

PRECIZO
IN NUMBERS 
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Processes performed at external suppliers

White, yellow, blue zinc plating

Hot-dip galvanizing

Zinc ,manganese phosphating

Wet, powder painting, KTL

QPQ treatment

Shaft and roller rubbering

Nitriding, nitro-carburizing

IONIT-OX

Heat treatment:

Induction hardening - CNC furnaces,

Volumetric hardening,

Tempering,

Carburising.

Core Competence:

8 axis CNC spline hobbing in IT 7

Core Competence:

4 axis CNC lathing in IT 5

2-head CNC lathes

5 axis CNC milling

CNC grinding

Deep hole drilling

Vertical & horizontal broaching

Threading by rolling/miling

WHAT CAN
WE DO FOR YOU?
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Lathing:

- 2-, 3- and 4-axis lathes,

- length up to 1200mm,

- max. diameter 200mm,

- tolerance: class 5,

- roughness Rz1.6,

- max. weight 250 kg,

- length 1200-2100mm,

- max. diameter 150mm

- tolerance: class 6,

- roughness Rz4,

- max. weight 250 kg,

- length 2100-3500mm,

- max. diameter 70mm

- tolerance: class 6,

- roughness Rz4,

- max. weight 250 kg.

Induction hardening

CNC furnaces:

- 5kHz -150 kHz – 150kW – 250kW,

- length 2500mm,

- max. diameter 150mm (shafts),

- max. diameter 500mm (wheels),

- max. weight 250 kg.

Volumetric hardening:

- max. temp. 950°C

- width 600mm,

- height: 400mm,

- length: 1200mm.

- Welding robot,

- semi-automatic welding machines,

- MIG method in CO2 and CARGON (ArCO2) shield.

- To harden the surface

   to a hardness of 60 HRC.

- white, yellow, blue, zinc plating, hot-dip galvanizing,

- chromium plating,

- nitriding,

- phosphatising,

- powder coating, wet, KTL,

- QPQ machining,

- Shafts and rollers gumming.

TECHNOLOGY

Machining

CNC hobbing:

- length up to1800mm,

- max. diameter 150mm,

- tolerance: class 7 of spline,

- modules 1-10,

- max. weight 250 kg.

Gun drilling:

- max. drilling depth 1100mm,

- max. diameter of the

  drilled hole 20.

Grinding:

- length up to 2500mm,

- max. diameter 500mm,

- t olerance: class 5,

- roughness Rz1,

- max. weight 250 kg.

Milling:

- 3-, 4- and 5-axis milling machines,

- maximum dimensions

  of machined details,

- length 5000mm,

- width 800mm,

- height 800mm,

- max. weight 250 kg,

- tolerance: class 5,

- roughness Rz4.

1 and 2-plane dynamic

balancing:

- horizontal balancing

  of shafts,

- vertical balancing of wheels,

- class G2.5.

Heat treatment Welding

Powder Hardfacing

Processes performed in cooperation

Drawing and broaching:

- horizontal

* grooves diameter 3-16mm

up to 200 mm length

- vertical:

* splines diameter 12-60mm

up to 150mm lenght,

*item inner diameter up to 150mm

*item outer diameter up to 150mm

Tempering:

- low / medium / high,

- temperature range

  from 100 to 650°C,

- length 2800mm,

- width 500mm,

- height 350mm,

- feed: up to 250 kg.

Carburising:

- max. temp. 1000°C

- diameter: 400mm,

- height: 700mm,
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ASSEMBLIES

SIZE COMPARISONMILLING
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ASSEMBLIES

SIZE COMPARISON

REARSIDE

MILLING BROACHING WELDING
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SHAFTS

MILLING BROACHING



9SIZE COMPARISON

SHAFTS

MILLING

DETAIL
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SHAFTS 
FORGED FLANGE

MILLING BROACHING

DETAIL



SHAFTS WELDED

11SIZE COMPARISONMILLING WELDINGBROACHING

DETAIL



SHAFTS WELDED

12SIZE COMPARISONMILLING WELDINGBROACHING

DETAIL



SHAFTS WELDED
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DETAIL



SHAFTS WELDED

14SIZE COMPARISONMILLING WELDING

DETAIL



ROLLS

15SIZE COMPARISONMILLING WELDING

DETAIL
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ROLLS

MILLING WELDING
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ROLLS

MILLING WELDING
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ROTORS

MILLING WELDING
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SCRAPERS

WELDING
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HEAT TREATMENT

20SIZE COMPARISONHEAT TREATMENT



ELECTRIC MOTORS
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AGRICULTURE
INDUSTRY
CLIENTS
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OTHER CUSTOMERS
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